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Ab~tracl: We show that the necc.~~ary conditions 
,1.",0 (mod IGI), 
A(u-l)"'0(mod2), 
1)~[0 (mod 6) 
AU(u - 0 (mod 24) 
for IGI odd, 
for IGI even, 
are sufficient for the exi,tenee of a generalized Bhaskar Rao de,ign GBRD(l!, b, r, 3, l;G) for the 
elementary abelian group G, of each order IGI. 
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I. Introduction 
For the definitions and notations used in this paper we refer the reader to Lam 
and Seberry (1984). Since the underlying structure for a GBRD(v, 3, ..l.;G) is a 
BlBD(v, 3,..l.) wc have the following neccssary conditions for existence: 
A~O (mod IGI), 
..l.(v-I)=O (mod 2), 
lo(o -1) ~ 0 (mod 6), 
In Lam and Seberry (1984) the extra condition 






We also use the notation EA(H)=EA(TI~ 1 pi') for the elementary abelian 
group ZPI X Zp, X ... X ZPI X .. · X ZPn X ZPn x .. · X ZPn where Zp, occurs ri times with 
TI~~l pi' the prime decomposition of the order of the group H. 
0378-3758/85/$3.30 © 19115, Elsevier Science Publisher; B.V. (North-Holland) 
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In this paper we establish that the necessary conditions are sufficient for the 
existence of a GBRD(u,3,A;EA(H». 
Lam and Seberry (1984), building on the results of Seherry (1982, 1984), proved: 
Theorem 1.1, The necessary conditions (1.1)-(1.4) are sufficient for the existence 
oj a GBRD(v,3,A.;G) when 
(i) 101 j, odd, 
(ii) 0=22, 
(iii) G = Z:fx H where 3 f IHI and r?!.l. 
In this paper we establish existence for the remaining group orders. 
2. Existence of GBRD on Z2 X Z3 
Theorem 2.1. The necessary conditions 
,.1.=0 (mod 6), 
A.v(v-l)=O (mod 24) 
are sufficient jor the existence of a GBRD(v, 3, A. ;Z2 x Z3)' 
Proof. From Section 1 these are clearly necessary conditions: in the case A == 6 
(mod 12) they become v(v-l)=O (mod 4) and for A =0 (mod 12) there is no condi-
tion on /). Hence we consider these cases separately. 
Case 1: A = 6. The necessary condition becomes u(v - 1) = 0 (mod 4). We first 
establish the existence of GBRD(v,3,6;Z6=22X23) for vEKJ={4,5,8,9,12l. 
Using 0,1,2, 3, 4, 5 for the elements, additiveiy, of 26 we have lhat 
[
0 0 0 0 0 0 
D=012345 
402 • . 
.. J 2 1 
o 0 0 . . .j 
. . . 0 0 0 
345 3 2 4 
540 I 5 3 
is a GBRD(4, 3, 6;26)' The initial blocks developed as 
Ds= {(0o, io, 2d, (0o, 12,2s),(00, 14,34),(0°' is,32)} (mod 5, Z6), 
Dg = {(0o, 1o, 2d, (0o, 12> 2s), (OCh 14,34), (0o, Is, 32), (0o, 22> 40)' (000, 1],42), 
(000,13,40),(000,14,5s)} (mod 7,26), 
DI2 = {(0o, I., 103), (0o, 21, 93), (0o, 31, 83), (0o, 410 7,), (00' 10,55), (0o, 40, 54), 
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D g = x , "' " y , Y' "' y , y, y , 
x <x y 
Y' Y Y , 
e~(O,O,O), 











t ~ (3, 5, 4), 
Now using Theorem 2.2 of Lam and Seberry (1984) with Hanani's theorem (Hall 
(1967), Lemma 15.5.1) we only need to establish the existence of GBRD(v, 3, 6;Z6) 
for v EKJ = {4, 5, 8, 9, 12} to establish the existence of all GBRD(u, 3, 6;26) for U"" 0 
or 1 (mod 4), u~4. Thus we have all these designs and by taking t copies (t odd) 
we have GBRD(v,3,6t;Z6) for all .1",,6 (mod 12). 
Case 2: A = 12. There are now no necessary conditions on v. We observe that if 
v = 2p + 1, p a positive integer, then GBRD(2p + 1,3, 12;Z6) are obtained by 
developing the blocks (modulo 2p + 1,26 ) 
(Oo,jl,2p+1-jd, (Oo,h,2p+l-h), j=I, ... ,p. 
For v = 2p+ 2, p~2 integer, a GBRD(2p + 2, 3, 12;Z6) can be obtained by develop-
ing the following blocks (modulo 2p + 1,26): 
(Oo,j]>2p+l-j]), (Oo,h,2p+l-h), j=l, ... ,p, 
(O::>o,00,2p-13)' (O::>o,Ol,2p-34), (0::>0,Ob 2PO), 
(0::>0,Oj,2p-1 s), (O::>O,Ob 13)' (0::>0,04,25), 
The case for v =4 is obtained by taking two copies of the GBRD(4, 3, 6;Z6) given in 
case I above. 
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Hence we have constructed a GBRD(v, 3, 12;Z6) for every v. Taking t copies 
gives us GBRD(u,3, 12t;Z6) for every ,1.= 12t=O (mod 12). Hence we have the 
theorem. I I 
Theorem 3.1. The necessary condition A =0 (mod 12) is sufficient for the existence 
of a GBRD(v,2, 12f;EA(12». 
Proof. For the group G=EA(12) the only necessary condition for the existence of 
a GBRDr,(v,3,...l) is that J.=O (mod 12), 
To e~tablish existence we use Theorem 2.2 of Lam and Seberry (1984) with 
Hanani's theorem (Hall (1967), Lemma 15.5.2). Thus we must establish the ex-
istence of GBRD(v,3,12;EA02» for UEKl={4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 
22,23} to establish cxi~tence for all u ~ 4. 
From Lam and Seberry (1984) we sec that GBRD(u, 3, 4, ;Z2 x Z2), say A, exists 
for !I'=O, 1 (mod 3). Writing W=(w,) for 
(3.1) 
the generalized Hadamard matrix GH(3, Z,), we have, replacing every Ai} of A by 
the vector of ordered pairs [(A,j' Wil), (Ai;, Wi2), (Ail' Wi])], the required design. 
Hence we have the existence of GBRD(v, 3, 12;Z2 x Z2 x Z3) for v =4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 
15,18,19,22. 
Similarly, from Seberry (1982), we have a GBRD(v, 3, 3;Z3) for all odd v. Thus, 
combining these designs with three rows of 
l' , , 'J H= e a b ab , e b ab a e ab a b a 2 = b 2 = e, ah = ba, (3.2) 
the generalized Hadamard matrix GH(4, Z2 x Z2), we have the existence of 
GBRD(u,3, 12,EA(12» for all odd u and in particular for u=5, 11 and 23. 
A GBRD(8, 3, 12;EA(12» is constructed by the use of Theorem 2.2 with the 
GBRD(8,4,3;ZJ) obtained by developing the initial blocks (00]> IJ,2wl,4",) and 
(0 1,1"" 2"" 4w) (mod 7, Z3), and the GBRD(4, 3, 4;Z2 x Z2) 
l: 
, , , , , 
, b ,b , 
'J 
a 2 = b 2 = e, ab = ba. 
b , ,b , b • 
, ,b b , b ,b 
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A GBRD(14,3, 12;EA(12» is obtained by developing the following initial blocks 
(modulo 13,EA(12»: 
(00' ib , 13 - i",), i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 
(<XII> I]> 12ub ), (<XI), I bw , 12ama1), (<XI),2abw' llawl), 
(<XI),Ou,l b), (<XI1>0",2,2aw ), (<XII>0bw1, I",), 
where a 2 = b 2 = w) = 1 and all elements commute. 
Thus a GBRD(v, 3, 12;EA(12» exists for all v E Kl and hence, for all v. GBRD 
for it = 12l are obtained by taking t copies of the design for A = 12, giving the 
result. D 
Theorem 4.1, The necessary condition A = ° (mod 24), is sufficient for the existence 
oj GBRD(", 3, 241 ;EA(24)). 
Proof. For the group EA(24) the only necessary condition is A = 0 (mod 24). Hence, 
as in the previous section, it is only necessary to establish the existence of 
GBRD(v. 3, 24;EA(24» for v E Kl. 
From Seberry (1982) a GBRD(v, 3, 3;23) exists for all odd v and so we use these 
design~ with three rows of the generalized Hadamard matrix GH(8. 21) = 
GBRD(3, 3, 8;22 X Z2 X 2 2), say 
["", eababc 
ebbccac 
, , 'J at" be abc , 
abc ab a 
(4.1) 
where the elements commute, in Theorem 2.2 of Lam and Seberry (1984) to obtain 
GBRD(u,3,24;EA(24» for all odd u. 
From Theorem 2.1 a GBRD(u, 3, 6;Z6) exists for u =0,1,4,5,8,9 (mod 12) and so 
may be used with three rows of (4.2), the GH(4, zi> = GBRD(3, 3, 4;Z2 x Z2) in 
Theorem 2.2 of Lam and Seberry (1984) to obtain GBRD(u, 3, 24;EA(24» for these 
u and in particular for u E {4, 8, 12}. From Lam and Seberry (1984) we see a 
GBRD(u, 3, 8;22 x Z2 x Z2) exists for u(u -I) =0 (mod 3): these designs may be 
used with (3.1), the GH(3,Z3)=GBRD(3,3,3;Z3) in Theorem 2.2 of Lam and 
Seberry (1984) to obtain GBRD(u, 3, 24) for these u including u E {6, 10, 18. 22}. 
There exists a GBRD(13, 3, 24;EA(24)). It is obtained by developing the following 
blocks modulo 13: 
(D), i"" 13 - iw), (0), ia",. 13 - ibw ), (OJ, ibw, 13 - iew), (01) iacw , 13 - law), 
(OJ, lacw1, 13 - iobe",'), (01) ib<w, 13 - iobcw ), (D), I~bw' 13 - ibcw ), 
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A GBRD(14, 3, 24;EA(24» can be obtained by developing the same blocks modulo 
13 except that the last initial block, (OJ, iew, 13 - iabw ), i = 1, 2, ... ,6, should be 
replaced by 
(00 j, 0,,('w2, 1,,), (ooj,0b,2bcw)' (001,0""3,,w), (oo]>Obw2,4m·), 
(00\>01> 1abwz), (OOj,0abntcw')' (ool>0uw,,3bw)' (oo]'0bcw 2,4",,,,), 
(00 1> 0",. 2"b("w), (00 \, 0"", 4u/Jatl')' (001) Dah"" 6('(,,), (00 1, Dab. 8("), 
which should also be developed modulo 13. 
Hence a GBRD(u, 3, 24;EA(24» exists for all v E Kl and hence, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 for all tJ. GBRD for A=24t are obtained by taking l copies of the 
design for A = 12 giving the result. LI 
5. Existence of Bhaskar Rao designs with block size three 
Theorem 5.1. The necessary conditions (1.1)-(1.4) are sufficient for the existence 
of a generalized Bhaskar Rao design GBRD(v, 3, it ;G) on the elementary abelian 
group G for every order IGI. 
Proof. From Theorem 1.1 it is merely necessary to consider the cases G=ZJ.xH, 
r~ 1 where 3: IHI. We have three basic cases: 
(i) 101 =6p, p odd, with necessary condition pu(u-l)==O (mod 4), 
(ii) !Ol = 12p, p odd, with no condition on v, 
(iii) IGI = 24p, p odd, with no condition on v. 
We use Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and 4.1 respectively to obtain the design for 101 = 6, 
12 and 24 and makes repeated use of theorem 2.2 of Lam and Seberry (1984) to ob-
tain the result. For orders 2 sp, s.2::4, use 101=12 or 24 and repeated me of 
GBRD(3, 3, 4;22 X Z2) according as s is even or odd. C 
6. Application 
Proceeding as in Lam and Seberry (1984) and Seberry (1982,1984) we now have: 
Theorem 6.1. Whenever A=O (mod g), it(v-I)==O (mod 2), Au(u-I)=O (mod 6) 
for g odd or AV(V - 1) == 0 (mod 24) for g even there exists a regular group divisible 
design with parameters (ug, bg, r, 3, ..1.1 =0, A2 = .-\/g, m = u, n = g). 
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